TYRE SERVICE
FOR FORKLIFTS

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU!
As we are dealing with the current situation, please be assured that we remain
dedicated to support all industries that need fast and efficient industrial service.
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Contactless Full Forklift Tyre Service
Given the current coronavirus crisis, we have adjusted our
processes to keep offering a professional, smooth and safe tyre
service to our customers. No personal contact is required and the
signing of order documents is suspended for the time being, all
social distancing is adhere to. Furthermore, our technicians are
working under special hygiene measures. Among other preventive
measures, work surfaces are now disinfected.
We're also enforcing contactless ordering and order processing
in order to be able to keep your company running in the current
situation!
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Ready to get you rolling

FORKLIFT

Select the solution that’s right for your needs,
and you get custom-made service at the best
price per working hour. Our offer includes a
timely response, fleet analysis, high-quality
tyre products and experienced technicians.
And since we have the largest customer base
in the industry, we’re familiar with all types of
industrial tyre use.

Contactless Full Forklift Service
One less thing to worry about with our
contactless full tyre service: simply make
your order via email or phone call. Just tell
us when you would like our mobile service
to come to you, ensure that you have your
forklift ready at the agreed time, and we'll take
care of the complete tyre service. No further
on-site support is required. The digital order
processing rounds off our contactless and
efficient process.

TYRE SERVICE
Mobile
Wherever your tyres and forklift are, Solideal onsite service will take care of you. With the largest
on-site fleet, we’re sure to be nearby. Thanks to
specially designed service vans that double as
mobile workshops, we offer the most
convenient on-site forklift tyre service around.
Simply tell us when and where, and we’ll take care
of everything. Plus we deliver the best-in-class
tyre installation service.

The Alternative:
Solideal Assembly Delivery System for self-installation

One call
does it
all

If you'd prefer to take care of tyre installation yourself, this is the right
solution for you. Benefit from the highest product availability, high quality
tyres and wheels from Camso/Solideal, and
the competent advice from our Solideal experts.
Contactless ordering and order processing of tyre assemblies by email or
phone call.
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